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Now fits as little as 13 inches headroom!
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EXPO
2019

AUTOMATIC
TECHNOLOGY

Automatic Technology America launches new
sheet door operator
At Expo, Automatic Technology America (ATA) introduced its new commercial sheet door
operator—the Dominator EasyRoller. After supplying garage door operators worldwide
for over 30 years,
ATA found the
Indianapolis show
a perfect venue
to promote its
extensive line of
garage door and
gate operators to the
U.S. market.
Dominator
EasyRoller features
a slim profile for
low side room
installation, a 600N
DC motor, soft
start and close,
LED lighting,
and an intelligent
safety system. The
new opener is also
battery backup
compatible and
retrofittable for use
on most sheet doors.
Also launched
Dominator EasyRoller
this year is the
second generation
of ATA’s wireless
Auto-Lock. The enhanced Auto-Lock is quick to install, offers a battery life of 3 to 5 years,
and can be fitted to either the left-hand or right-hand side of the track or directly to the face of
the door. Auto-Lock is controlled by ATA’s Smart Technology and is included in every box of
the Dominator Advance or Dominator Elite Plus models. www.ata-america.com
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YOU’RE
NOT GOING
TO DIG
OUR
NEW
ACCESS
New 900MHZ Wireless
Kit for Long Distance Access
Now add access points just about anywhere.

2333
Base station Board

Our new 900 MHz Wireless Expansion Kits let you add
access points in those hard-to-wire places, eliminating
costly labor, trenching and conduit runs. Simply add
a base station to a DKS telephone entry system, and
a remote station (up to 48 of them) to a DKS access
device and the wireless connection is made seamlessly.
We even have a repeater for those hard to reach
remote sites, doubling the wireless range. Best of all,
our wireless kits are designed with LoRa® technology
offering longer ranges, low power consumption, and
secure data transmission.

1470
remote station
Board

It’s simple with DKS plug and play expansion boards!
LoRa® Technology is a registered trademark of the Semtech Corporation.
Parking Control

Access Control

Telephone Entry

Gate Operators

Member: AFA, DASMA, NAA, IDA, NOMMA, NPA, SIA, SSA, CANASA

For more information:

doorking.com/900mhz
800-673-3299 • info@doorking.com

DOORKING

FENCE
TECH

2019

DoorKing unveils new wireless expansion
On the Fencetech side, the expansive DoorKing booth showcased the 900 MHz Wireless
Expansion System. The 900 MHz system allows dealers to add access points easily and
inexpensively from anywhere on a property.
The new system uses LoRa technology, which offers longer ranges, low power consumption,
and secure data transmission. It also eliminates expensive and inconvenient trenching and
conduit runs.
DoorKing also featured its 1830 Series telephone entry systems with new and improved
90 Series housings. The new housing has enhanced locking and weather sealing and provides
easy internal installation of optional components, including a card reader, LCD heater, and
TCP/IP adapters. Mounting options include wall mount, flush mount, and post mount.
www.doorking.com

4900 MHZ: Add access points and
eliminate trenching with DoorKing’s
Wireless Expansion System.
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EXPO
2019

ARROW TRU-LINE

Arrow Tru-Line emphasizes white glove service
Customer service was the focus at the Arrow Tru-Line (ATL) booth. Several ATL
representatives were available to answer technical and product applications questions. ATL
stresses a total solutions-based business model that emphasizes a culture of taking care of its
customers now, not later. The company provides this white glove service to every customer.
The white glove experience consists of dependable shipping and packaging, consistent lead
times, and excellence from the top down.
In 2018, ATL was named Supplier of the Year by a leading garage door manufacturer.
www.arrowtruline.com

5WHITE GLOVE
EXPERIENCE:
The ATL booth
touted its superior
customer service
and Supplier of the
Year award.
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Experience.
The White Glove

Arrow Tru-Line is committed to
giving our customers the best
products, service, and delivery
times in the industry.
Nothing compares to what we
can offer you.

(877) 285-7253 • ARROWTRULINE.COM

WAYNE DALTON

EXPO
2019

Wayne Dalton unveils lower-profile header
and new doors
Wayne Dalton’s Model 885 ADV-Xtreme exterior high-speed rubber door took the spotlight
at the company’s Expo exhibit. This newly updated high-speed, high-performance rubber
door offers all the features of the ADV-X line with a new lower-profile header that can fit
in more applications.
Wayne Dalton also showcased the Model 7409 Harrington Carriage House doors. The
new premium wood doors are built by Amish craftsmen and wood artisans and combine the
convenience of modern sectional doors with the classic appearance of carriage style.
The all-glass and aluminum Model 8450 Luminous door was also introduced. The Luminous
door is designed to flow between indoor and outdoor spaces and can be installed in a home as a
garage door, as a bar patio door, or as a divider between offices. Built to order, these doors can be
customized in five glass finish options and five structure finishes. www.wayne-dalton.com

5LOW HEADROOM, HIGH
PERFORMANCE: Michael
Watkins demonstrates
the features of the Model
885 ADV-Xtreme exterior
high-speed rubber door.
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2019

ACTION INDUSTRIES

Action Industries launches Dealer Program
and 3-D printing
Action Industries introduced a new Dealer Advantage Program that gives garage door dealers
access to thousands of parts from four strategically located distribution centers. Dealers who
join the program receive tiered pricing discounts and can qualify to receive internet leads
through their listings on the Action Industries Dealer Locator page.
The new service connects dealers to a dedicated account manager who can provide support
and recommend the best-selling parts for a specific area. The Dealer Advantage Program also
allows dealers to use Action Industries’ custom design center, which is ideal for projects with
unique requirements.
Action Industries’ sister company, Torsion Source, recently added 3-D printing for OEM
manufacturers as an additional new service. 3-D printing greatly speeds up the design cycle
and manufacturing process. This engineering service also helps OEMs accelerate new product
development and helps bring products to the market faster. www.action-ind.com
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INCREASE
SALES IN 2019
WEATHER SEALS
RETAINERS
HARDWARE
ACCESSORIES
DOCK DOOR PARTS

Increase your sales by ensuring you always have the garage door parts your
customers need. Join our Dealer Network and gain access to thousands of
parts and support from our team of garage door industry experts.

www.action-ind.com/dealer-advantage | 800.321.1130

PERFORMANCE

Albany Doors
The Industry Leader
High-speed, high-performance interior &
exterior doors for multiple applications.
The Albany RR300 can be customized for a
range of applications including high-traffic areas, clean and hygienic spaces, high
pressure zones and much more.

Albany Doors
Tel: 1-800-252-2691
info.us.albany@entrematic.com
albanydoors.us • albanydoors.ca

© Entrematic Group AB, 2019

The Albany RR300 Chill is the only 100%
fully insulated cooler door with no thermal voids. This highly energy efficient

door is ideal for high-traffic areas with
temperatures in cold storage areas
above 32°.

ENTREMATIC/
ALBANY

EXPO
2019

Entrematic showcases high-speed rolling doors
The Albany RR300 high-speed rolling door was featured at the Entrematic booth. The
RR300 is ideal for high-traffic areas, clean and hygienic spaces, and high-pressure zones.
Narrow side frames allow for easy installation, and its fail-safe, self-monitoring electric
reversing edge provides optimal safety. The captured door panel, with no wind ribs, offers
fast and quiet operation.
The RR300 Chill high-performance door is designed for cooler applications and is ideal
for high-traffic areas with temperatures in cold storage areas above 32°. The RR300 Chill
door is the only fully insulated cooler door without thermal voids, making it highly energy
efficient. www.entrematic.us

3TWO RR330 MODELS: Highspeed rolling doors for hightraffic and cold storage areas.
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EXPO
2019

SERVICE SPRING

Service Spring announces two new offices
and interactive tools
At Expo, Service Spring focused
on customer service, highlighting
two new office locations and
additional resources now available
for its dealers.
The Indianapolis show location
was an ideal venue to highlight
Service Spring’s new Detroit,
Mich., and Chicago, Ill., offices.
Both offices were opened to better
service customers by offering
same-day will calls and extended
product offerings for these
populous U.S. markets.
In addition, Service Spring
announced its reimagined product
catalog and a redesigned Spring
Engineering mobile app. The
new interactive catalog features
interactive QR codes that link
directly to the Service Spring
website. Visitors can now
access detailed product images,
360-degree product views,
download owner’s manuals and sell
sheets, and view current pricing.
The Spring Engineering app
can be downloaded for free and is
designed for Apple and Android
devices. It offers an improved
user experience with spring
calculations that technicians
have learned to know and trust.
www.servicespring.com
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EXCITING NEWS!
WE’VE GOT SOME EXCITING STUFF IN STORE FOR THE INDUSTRY!

WE’LL SOON BE REVEALING OUR

NEXT GENERATION

POLYMER FRAME
IMPACT RESISTANT WINDOW
National Door – The Innovation Continues!

National Door Industries, Inc.

6310 Airport Frwy., Fort Worth, Texas 76117

Proudly
Made in

USA

www.natdoor.com
For more information: (800) 628-3667 • (817) 834-7300

NATIONAL DOOR

EXPO
2019

National Door demonstrates new window solutions
National Door showcased its new color-match frames and inserts and a variety of residential
and commercial window solutions. Products included residential window frames, decorative
inserts, commercial windows, and a patented impact-resistant window system for wind-load
applications.
National Door’s residential frames are manufactured using state-of-the-art injection molding
equipment and extruded/welded frame production. Exterior residential frames are produced
using high-performance ASA resins and are ideal for high-heat environments.
National Door is also the largest supplier of garage door lubricants in the industry. Customformulated lubricants with a private labeling option are available. www.natdoor.com
3SEE THE IMPACT:
The National Door
booth featured
impact-resistant
windows and
window frames
plus a variety of
hardware options.
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EXPO
2019

SKYLINK

Skylink introduces new convenient products
At Expo, Skylink launched products designed for convenience and function. A sectional tube
rail packaged in a handy 4' box is now available. The small box size reduces shipping costs and
makes the product easier to store and transport. The new sectional tube rail is available in 7', 8',
or 10' sizes.
The company also introduced a 6" extension to fit with its 7' rail. The new extension allows
dealers to extend a 7' rail to 8'. This reduces the number of products dealers need to stock.
Instead of ordering 7' and 8' rails, dealers can stock only 7' rails and use the new extension to
adjust to a larger size.
Skylink also featured its line of Atoms Pro openers and the built-in backup battery feature.
Batteries can be added to any Atoms Pro model during or after installation. This allows the
customer to upgrade the unit without having to install a new opener. www.skylinkhome.com

4BATTERY BACKUP:
You can add a battery
to any Atoms Pro
model during or after
installation, allowing
the customer to upgrade
without having to
change the opener.
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®

MORE
More Products

More Leads

More Support

More Profits

Your business deserves more. Get it with Clopay .
®

JoinClopay.com

800.526.4301

Owned and made in the U.S.A. ©2019 Clopay Building Products Company, Inc., a Griffon company.

CLOPAY

EXPO
2019

Clopay impresses with new products
Clopay’s booth showcased its diverse line of garage and entry doors, highlighting its products’
low maintenance, wood-look designs, and new Color Blast paint color options for its doors
and hardware. Several new products in both the residential and commercial segments were also
on display.
The enhanced residential Avante Collection/Commercial Model 905 aluminum and glass garage
door was one of the newly launched products. The new frame has a smooth, flat surface profile with
squared edges. The Model 905 can now be made in sizes up to 9' without a center stile, allowing for
wider expanses of glass and unobstructed views. Additional enhancements include wider stiles and
rails and a 3/16" joint seal between sections.
Later this year, insulated stiles and rails used in combination with Clopay’s current tempered
insulated glass options will also be available.
Another featured product was the new Reserve Wood Collection Limited Edition Series with
Extira. This low-maintenance insulated wood-look door features an exterior-rated wood composite
and is now available as a standard face panel option. Extira is moisture-, rot-, and termite-resistant,
and the door is built in three sections instead
of four, allowing for a larger window section.
www.clopay.com
4SLEEK DESIGN: The new version of this
Avante Collection door caught the attention of
attendees with its smooth surface and wider
expanses of glass.
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2019

DENCO

Denco features patented Pro Back-Winder Hub
At Expo, Denco showcased its vast inventory and launched its patented Pro Back-Winder
Hub. This unique tool was designed and developed by David Dawdy, who has given Denco
exclusive consent to produce and market the product.
The new solid steel hub provides a simple and safe solution to situations with tricky or
slipped cables and is the first of its kind on the market. It slides and tightens to either end of
the torsion shaft to back-wind the springs. This feature allows the technician to unwrap and
reinstall the cables on the drum.
Denco announced it will donate a portion of each Pro Back-Winder Hub sale to the IDA
Scholarship Foundation.
Exclusive tools, such as the Pro-Cut Angle Cutter, the Pro-Cut Handheld Chain Break,
and the Quick Roller Change Tool, were also featured in the booth. www.dencodoorstuff.com

4PRO BACK-WINDER HUB: New
tool provides solution for tricky
slipped cable situations.
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ORDER ONLINE:

DencoDoorStuff.com
ORDER BY PHONE:

1-800-852-9884

Innovative products to
differentiate yourself
Townships Collection®
OVERLAY GARAGE DOORS
STEEL | THICKNESS: 2 3/8” | POLYURETHANE, R-16

PVC OVERLAYS

Village Collection

TM

INLAY GARAGE DOORS

STEEL | THICKNESS: 2” | POLYSTYRENE INSULATION OR NON-INSULATED WITH
OPTIONAL POLYSTYRENE VINYL-BACKED INSULATION

STEEL INLAYS

garaga.com/dealer

Contact:
Daniel Boulanger
1-866-658-9858

GARAGA

EXPO
2019

Garaga highlights company merger
and expanded product lines
For the first time, Garaga and Mid-America Door were featured together at Expo. (Garaga
purchased Mid-America in August 2018.) The integrated booth focused on the advantages the
merger offers
the door dealer
community, such as
the ability to reach
a greater number
of territories and
the expansion of its
product lines.
Expo attendees
had a unique
opportunity to
speak with the
owners directly
about this exciting
merger. The
company stressed
how the family
philosophy of
Garaga and the
hands-on company
culture and
extended product
offerings of Mid-America combine to
make an ideal union.
With the consumer market calling
for more styles, colors, and window
choices, Garaga also highlighted its new
streamlined product options and various
door colors. New colors added to the
Acadia 138 line include black, charcoal,
and chocolate walnut. www.garaga.com
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2019

ROYAL BUILDING
PRODUCTS

Royal expands Solar Reflective color range
Royal Building Products highlighted its broad range of trim, moldings, siding, and decking
products with an emphasis on its Uniflex Garage Door Thermostop product. Its patented design
features better performance in shipping, adhesion, less flex distortion, and fewer SKUs
to manage.
Uniflex Garage Door
Thermostop is now available
in 30 colors total, including
two new Royal Solar Reflective
(RSR) colors introduced at the
show: slate and charcoal.
The expanded RSR line
is the darkest color palette of
garage door stops available
at Royal. These colors are
formulated to maximize
solar reflectivity, reduce
heat buildup, and reduce
distortion or buckling of
standard dark-colored
PVC weatherseal products.
Another product featured
was the Royal SurEdge
trimboard. SurEdge features
sharply defined 90-degree
corners that create perfect
square edges and a seamless,
clean finished look.
www.royalbuildingproducts.com
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TRIM & MOULDINGS

SIDING

DECKING

SHUTTERS, MOUNTS & VENTS

ACCESSORIES

RAINWARE

It takes more
than the best
weatherseal to
protect a garage.
The Royal® Garage Door Trim System
From our garage door stop to our jamb to our brick
mould, we have an entire low maintenance PVC system
that installs faster than aluminum, performs better than
wood and wears well, like PVC.

•
•
•
•

Uniflex™ ThermoStop® is available
in 2", 2 5/8" and 3 1/4" widths.
32 ThermoStop® colors available.
PVC jamb and brick mould look and
install like wood.
Complete Royal Trim System is moisture
and dent resistant.

C
B
A

A. Brick Mould

B. Jamb 3/8" x 7 1/2"

C. Uniflex ThermoStop

RoyalBuildingProducts.com/GarageDoorTrim/D&A
1.800.368.3117
© 2019 Royal Building Products

HAAS DOOR

EXPO
2019

Haas Door unveils new booth and new options
Haas Door unveiled a new booth highlighting its custom doors, diverse color options, and
versatile window designs. The SelectView program, a window placement series that allows
the customer to place windows in almost any configuration, was one of the main attractions.
SelectView is available in both residential and commercial doors and offers many options to
enhance garage doors. Using SelectView, dealers and customers can configure lights, determine
window placement, and choose from a variety of glass and glazing. Options include specialty and
decorative glass choices
and window inserts.
Haas also introduced
its latest impact glazing
option for the RA360
and added three design
pressures for nonFlorida and Florida. The
RA360 impact glazing
is available in clear,
bronze, dark gray,
and pebble. This door
line has four anodized
color options, 10
painted options, and
14 wood grain finishes.
www.haasdoor.com

5ALL NEW LOOK: Haas’
new booth occupied
a key location on the
show floor, featuring
several new designs and
customized displays.
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SERVICE SPRING

Service Spring gives back
Service Spring spotlighted its recently launched program dedicated to supporting two charitable
organizations: Mercy Children’s Hospital and Children’s Miracle Network Hospital.
The company announced it will donate $1 to these hospitals for every Elite or Premium
Series LiftMaster operator sold by Service Spring in 2019. Donations will support autism
services, hippotherapy (therapy with horses), and premature babies in the NICU in the Northwest
Ohio area.
“Children’s Miracle Network is an organization close to our hearts. We value family
at Service Spring. Many of us are fortunate to be able to go home and hug our children,
grandchildren, nieces, and nephews. We’re the lucky ones,” said Kaley Wichman, director of
marketing.
The promotion will run Jan. 1-Dec. 31, 2019, or until the maximum donation of $25,000
is reached. “We hope that money we are able to donate will ease the burden of some of the
medically fragile and special needs kiddos in our community,” Wichman added.
Additional information and full advertising disclosure can be viewed at:
www.servicespring.com/cmn
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We are not Unique.
We are Universal.

Synergy 300 Collection

Synergy 200 Collection

Battery Back-Up System

Marantec. Consistently the best choice!
Are you concerned about carrying the right garage
door operators to comply with California’s new
SB969 health and safety code? Are you frustrated
with the limited selection of openers that are
compatible with a battery back-up system?
Marantec has you covered! All Marantec operators
can be equipped with a battery back-up system,
ranging from the entry models in the Synergy 200
Collection to the top of the line openers in the
Synergy 300 Collection.
Switch to Marantec! No worries.

www.marantecamerica.com
Marantec America Corporation
5705 Centerpoint Court • Gurnee, IL 60031

No limitations. Just universal solutions.

888.622.2489 • 847.596.6400 • Fax 847.478.0348

MARANTEC

EXPO
2019

Marantec showcases battery backup solution
and commercial operators
The Marantec booth featured its Synergy garage door operators equipped with a battery
backup system. Marantec is the only operator manufacturer that offers an optional battery
backup system for the entire product line, which includes an operator light that continues to
work during a power outage. Marantec’s BBU offers a simple plug-and-play connection and
can also be retrofitted to earlier Synergy models.
Many dealers and door manufacturer attendees were pleased to see that Marantec exhibited
a variety of commercial operators, including a DC jackshaft opener, a high-speed commercial
operator, and multiple external control units. Marantec is expecting to launch the first models
of an extensive commercial line in the second half of 2019. www.marantecamerica.com

5SYNERGY OPERATORS: Marantec displayed its
diverse product line and battery backup systems.
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ENTREMATIC/
AMARR

Entrematic presents plenty of options
Entrematic highlighted five new thickness options to its line of commercial polyurethane
doors. The extended size range includes 1", 1-3/8", 1-5/8", 2", and 3". The additional
thicknesses were designed to meet the demand for varying levels of energy efficiency in
today’s marketplace.
The new Amarr Quiet Door option was also featured. With Quiet Door, door operation
noise can be reduced by up to 38% (varies by model).
Amarr Color Zone now offers more than 600 Sherwin-Williams paint colors for Amarr
residential or commercial steel doors. Doors are factory-painted with Sherwin-Williams
SnapDry paint that is resistant to dirt, fingerprints, and UV weathering. www.entrematic.us

4PICK A COLOR: Over 600
paint color options are
now available for Amarr
residential or commercial
steel doors.
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PLAYS WELL
WITH OTHERS.

DAMAGED COMPETITIVE DOOR

REPAIRED DOOR WITH AMARR 2747 REPLACEMENT SECTION

Amarr 2747 polyurethane insulated replacement
sections are ideal for repairing damaged 1-5/8"

Visit amarr.com or call 1.800.503.3667

polyurethane doors. The wide groove exterior panel

for more information and to locate

and shiplap joint profile make Amarr 2747 both
functionally and aesthetically compatible with other
manufacturers’ product.

© Entrematic Group AB 2019

the nearest Entrematic Door Center.

(877) 285-7253 • ARROWTRULINE.COM

ARROW TRU-LINE

EXPO
2019

Arrow Tru-Line launches new branding
At Expo, Arrow Tru-Line (ATL) emphasized its new branding. The booth showcased its
new logo and branding throughout the exhibit. The arrow image and the “moving forward”
messaging represents how the company is moving forward with plans to enter other markets.
ATL is the largest garage door manufacturer in the U.S., and now it is branching off into other
industries. The show was an excellent platform for the company to announce its plans.
www.arrowtruline.com

5MOVING FORWARD: ATL’s new booth design
effectively showcased its new branding.
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EXPO
2019

GENIE

Genie features interactive booth
and multiple new products
Genie’s large booth at Expo displayed many recently launched and soon-to-come products. The
company demonstrated both residential and commercial lines and interactive displays while
providing educational presentations to attendees throughout the show.
Genie introduced its line of 140V residential openers, in screw drive, belt, and chain drive
models, all featuring its integrated Aladdin Connect smart device system. These openers can be
used on sectional doors up to 14' high.
Later in 2019, Aladdin Connect will be compatible with smart platforms including Google
Assistant, Amazon Alexa, and IFTTT. Also coming soon will be a new residential wall-mount
opener and a countdown-to-close timer used while closing a commercial door with a Genie
commercial operator. The timer will give notice to onlookers that the door is about to close.
Also shown in the booth and scheduled to launch later in 2019 is the universal remotecontrol brilliant LED integrated lighting designed for Genie’s openers and heavy-duty
residential rails. www.geniecompany.com
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CONNECTED

INTEGRATED
WI-FI

NEW Genie’s 140 volt motor openers now available with
integrated Wi-Fi Aladdin Connect® to give you smart
AND powerful options for your customers.

* When compared to industry standard, 12V motors

www.geniecompany.com

MILLER EDGE

EXPO
2019

Miller Edge introduces MyEdge customer portal
and two new products
At Expo, Miller Edge promoted its online customer portal, MyEdge, which is scheduled to
launch in the second quarter. MyEdge can be accessed through the company’s website and
gives customers 24/7 access. With this valuable new resource, dealers can place and track
orders, pay invoices, and access a variety of marketing support tools any time from anywhere.
The portal eliminates the need to call in every order and reduces lead times for quote approvals.
Reorders are also simplified with the convenient Order History feature.
Miller Edge also introduced the MG110 sensing edge kit and the ME120-C5 mounting
channel. The MG110 is designed to protect draw-in posts, pockets, and pivot points in gate
installations. The ME120-C5, paired with the ME120 sensing edge, creates a sweep edge at the
bottom of a swing gate, safeguarding the entrapment zone on driveways and curbs along the
path of travel. www.milleredge.com

4NEW PORTAL:
The Miller
Edge customer
portal, MyEdge,
gives dealers
24/7 access.
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YEAH.
I T ’ S T H AT B R I G H T.

3 ,1 0 0
LUMENS

S TA N DA R D B U L B O P E N E R

WLED OPENER

Give your customers an ultra-bright garage with
Corner to Corner Lighting™. This purpose-built
long-lasting LED system is engineered to light
every corner of the space with daylight-like
lighting, allowing homeowners to get the most
out of their garage. It also comes with our top
features and accessories.

WLED

DELIVER

DAYLIGHT-LIKE

LIGHTING.

D e a l e r. L i f t M a s t e r. c o m | 8 0 0 . 3 2 3 . 2 2 7 6 | C u s t o m e r. S e r v i c e @ L i f t M a s t e r. c o m
C o n t a c t Yo u r L i f t M a s t e r ® S a l e s R e p r e s e n t a t i v e .

SMART PARTNERS:
© 2019 The Chamberlain Group, Inc. All Rights Reserved. LiftMaster, the LiftMaster logo,
myQ and the myQ logo are registered trademarks of The Chamberlain Group, Inc.
ALARM.COM is a registered service mark of Alarm.com. Apple is a trademark of Apple Inc.,
registered in the U.S. and other countries. HomeKit is a trademark of Apple Inc.
Clare Controls is a registered trademark of Clare Controls, Inc. Google, Google Home,
Google Assistant and other related marks and logos are trademarks of Google Inc.
Nest is a trademark of Nest Labs, Inc. XFINITY Home and the XFINITY Home
design logo are trademarks or service marks of Comcast Corporation.
Wi-Fi ® is a registered trademark of Wi-Fi Alliance.
Smartphone not included. Application screens may vary.
Cellular data or Wi-Fi connection required.
Test equipment regularly and follow safety instructions.
*Verified by an independent lab.

